
Chapter 3
Section 3:  Wind

Objective:  
Explain how wind causes deflation and abrasion
Recognize how losess and dunes form



A.  Wind Erosion

carries and deposits sediments over large areas

Usually can not pick up heavy sediment

Factors that affect wind erosion

velocity
duration

particle size
surface area

amount of vegetation



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQmon7Rj6ns


1.  Deflation 

Deflation:  

blows across loose sediment, removing small 
particles such as silt and sand

Occur mostly  in deserts, beaches and plowed 
field



2.  Abrasion

when windblown sediments strikes rock, the surface of the rock gets scraped 
and worn away 

sandblasting

Occur mostly  in deserts, beaches and plowed field



3.  Sandstorms

when the wind blows forcefully in the sandy parts of 
deserts



4.  Dust Storms

Where the land is dry

open fields

overgrazed areas

vegetation has disappeared



1830’s Dust storm

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2CiDaUYr90


Arizona dust storm

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RD5I9UhbRgg


B.  Reducing Wind Erosion

Plant vegetation



1.  Windbreaks

Tree belts slow wind down and also trap snow which helps trap moisture - 
moisture keeps wind erosion down



2.  Roots

roots with fibrous systems, 
such as grass slow erosion



C.  Deposition by Wind

the dropping of sediment



1. Loess (LES)

windblown deposit of tightly packed, fine grained sediment

fine as powder



2.  Dunes

a mound of 
sediment drifted 
by wind

common in 
deserts, shores 
of oceans, seas 
or lakes.  



Sand 
dunes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRRl3HyR3mc


3.  Moving 
Dunes

dunes move with the 
wind

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAs7NHErBes


4.  Dune Shape

Shape depends on:
amount of sediment   available
wind speed
direction
amount of vegetation present



Barchan Dune

open side faces the direction of 
the wind blowing

points of the crescent are 
directed downwind

forms on hard surfaces



Transverse Dune

forms where there is a lot sand

dune in perpendicular to the wind direction



Star dunes

forms in areas 
where the wind 
blows from several 
different directions



5.  Shifting Sediments

our Earth is constantly 
changing by all erosional 
factors


